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Context

Bedelsford School is a Special School Academy educating children aged 2-19 years. The school specialises in educating
pupils with Physical Disabilities including those with Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties and Complex Health needs.
Many of our pupils also have CLDD (complex learning difficulties and disabilities) which in our context means that in addition
to their physical disability pupils have at least one other coexisting condition such as epilepsy or sensory impairment or an
associated diagnosis of a syndrome such as Downs or Retts Syndrome. A small number of pupils have a diagnosis of autistic
spectrum and some require 1:1 support throughout the day to ensure their medical needs can be met whilst accessing their
full curriculum entitlements. On average our pupils have 3 coexisting conditions. All pupils have an Education Health and
Care Plan (EHCP) or are currently on an assessment place to establish the extent of their educational needs. Most pupils
require speech and language therapy, occupational therapy and physiotherapy and benefit from additional therapies such as
music, art and hydrotherapy which are all provided within the school day. All pupils follow an adapted curriculum from EYFS
to 6th Form. It is differentiated and highly personalised to enable us to meet their individual educational needs. The school
was last inspected by OfSTED, and was found to be ‘Outstanding’ for a 4th consecutive time. Inspectors observed that:
• Bedelsford School has extremely high aspirations for the pupils and it is a truly inspirational school. Maximum use is made
of learning time and not a moment is lost.
• The school has high expectations of all members of the school community, with no room for complacency
• The idea of ‘better never stops’ is at the centre of what you achieve at the school.
• Pupils are visibly happy and enjoy their learning. Pupils said that the school helps them to work towards their ambitions and
prepares them well for becoming adults.
• The parents and carers are very happy with the school and staff listen to any concerns they may have. Parents said their
children love school and are kept busy. Parents are pleased that their children are given opportunities to take part in
activities that their mainstream peers would participate in, such as cooking and performances. They value the strong
communication between home and school and say they are well informed about their child’s school day.
• Staff know the pupils’ needs exceptionally well and say they enjoy working at the school. They are very dedicated to their
work.
• The governing body members know the school well. They are very committed and supportive of the school. Governors are
proud of the school.

Progress against previous inspection
Areas to improve
Progress
Leaders and those responsible for
governance should ensure that: an
appropriate programme of staff training is
put in place to ensure the outstanding
quality of education is maintained as the
school undergoes any further development
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There is a programme of CPD, whereby staff attend weekly training sessions - in addition to INSET days and twilight CPD
opportunities. Areas covered include statutory training in medical, safeguarding, including E-Safety, Moving and Handling,
OfSTED Framework, as well as curriculum updates, for example, RSE, SEMH and Careers and strategies for Health and
Wellbeing. In addition, priority areas for the school, including the implementation of a redefined curriculum, INSIGHTS and
Evidence for Learning assessment tools. The introduction of online Educare modules including Safeguarding, Equality and
Diversity, Health and Safety, including Fire Safety, Managing Bereavement, Adverse Childhood Experiences and Food

Hygiene, whole school training on First Aid, including CPR and Defibrillator training. The impact to date has been staff
trained to meet children’s medical and care needs in a timely manner. The curriculum updates have supported staff to
recognise learning pathways and they can now identify Pre formal, semi-formal and formal learners and can implement
appropriate strategies to teach these learners within the classroom and outdoor learning environments.
Evidence can be located:
 Subject Leader Action Plans;
 Termly Subject Updates;
 Evidence for Learning Assessment tool;
 Attendance for CPD;
 Blue-sky updates and Appraisal documents;
 Curriculum overview document;
 Curriculum overview of Provision document;
 School Website.
School Improvement priorities – 3 year
plan

School Improvement priorities – 2019-20

School Improvement priorities–20202021
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By the end of the academic year 2022 we will have:
 Maintained and enhanced our outstanding provision for pupils with Physical Disabilities including those with Profound
and Multiple Learning Difficulties and Complex Health needs.
 Considered and developed current school building, with a view to second floor extension as well as consideration of
a satellite site to enable provision to meet growing bespoke needs of cohort and increased numbers.
 Become a school known for providing support to other professionals, including links and partnerships with other
specialist and mainstream settings to enable them to develop their skills in supporting children with Physical
Disabilities including those with Profound and Multiple Learning Difficulties and Complex Health needs;
By the end of the academic year 2020 we will have:
 Embedded our new curriculum so that it is strong across every subject and priority area and is the vehicle for
achieving high aspirations for all our pupils – from EYFS to 6th Form.
 Developed further multi-agency working by ensuring that all care plans for each pupil are checked and signed by
therapist, teachers and parents/carers on an annual basis or whenever updated, as needed.
 Developed further a programme of staff training to ensure the outstanding quality of education is maintained as the
school continues to undergo further development.
 To have prepared rationale, consulted and applied for a CIF bid and sourced funding opportunities for development
of current building or satellite provision.
 To deliver training improvement and transition programmes to specialist and mainstream settings, including Nash
College. Partnership work with Orchard Hill College and mainstream reception and primary classes, e.g.,
Communication, AAC, Moving and Handling, Assessment. SaLT and occupational therapeutic support.
By the end of the academic year 2021 we will have:
 Embedded new planning protocol and Schemes of Work including the development of RSE in order to further
develop individualised outcomes across all learning pathways (pre formal, semi formal, formal)
 To implement statutory use of Engagement scales for pre Formal learners and develop Insights to support Evidence
for Learning Assessments and better evidence small steps of progress for all students.
 To have reviewed potential extension opportunities with OHCAT ESLT, appointed approved architects to provide
potential plans for development and sourced relevant funding to proceed including consideration of current reserves







All learners will have developed emotional recovery and regulation strategies following the Covid pandemic to enable
them to learn and live in our new and evolving society.
To have developed the Hall environment to enable better acoustics and improved access to audio and visual
equipment. · To develop outdoor storage for large equipment needs.
To further enhance Induction and develop Supervision and Wellbeing meetings with teaching staff to enable
continuous professional development and enhanced wellbeing for all teaching staff.
Developed further a programme of staff training to ensure the outstanding quality of education is maintained as the
school continues to undergo further development.
· To continue to develop our Outreach services After school in holiday periods and to other settings.

QUALITY OF EDUCATION - OUTSTANDING
Strengths
Our curriculum at Bedelsford School provides a meaningful and effective education for our students. It provides consistency throughout the school, whilst recognising
developmental aspects of learning. has been designed in collaboration from professionals, including:
Occupational Therapists; Speech and Language Therapists; Physiotherapists; Educational; Psychology Service and the Nursing Team.
The underpinning of key skills in social emotional mental health (SEMH), thinking skills, independent skills, communication skills and
mobility/physical development skills have been a success, as they link successfully to three different pathways, as follows:
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Intent
All teachers in the school are curriculum leaders. They work in curriculum teams –
divided into five key learning areas. In their teams, they devise schemes of work and
curriculum opportunities for Pre formal, semi-formal and formal curriculum pathways.
A member of SLT oversees each curriculum group. The curriculum is divided into
three pathways as follows:
Pre-formal Curriculum
• takes a holistic view of the pupils by focusing on how they best learn using their
different and available senses;
• focuses on the early communication, social, emotional and cognitive skills that are the
foundation of learning including learning through
play and exploration;
• is flexible and adaptable enough to meet the individual needs of each of the Pre formal
learners;
• recognises that it is the main vehicle through which the match of learning priorities
arising from a student’s EHCP will be achieved;
• recognises that many of our pupils have a range of complex obstacles to learning, as
well as learning difficulties;
• meets each pupil’s needs through a personalised approach.
Semi-Formal Curriculum
• recognises that many of our students have a range of complex obstacles to learning as
well as learning difficulties, and so, work below
the National Curriculum expectations;
• is a flexible approach, designed as a wide spectrum of the Pre formal/ Semi-Formal and
Semi Formal/Formal curriculums. It gives teachers
the opportunity to support pupil’s strengths and address their areas of development using
appropriate strategies;
• encompasses the development of functional communication, thinking skills, creative
learning, sensory processing and transition skills and
is designed to be developmentally appropriate;
• enables all students to take part in activities that are engaging, meaningful to them and
which provide relevant and challenging goals;
• is designed for students who learn best when learning is related to their own
experiences. Some students may learn through structured
play, whilst others will learn more effectively through functional activities or through topicbased approaches.
Formal Curriculum
• The formal curriculum is for students who are working at levels that can be related to
National Curriculum performance expectations.
• This group of students benefit from structures that support personalised learning
• The formal curriculum recognises that many of the students have a range of needs and
may require access to further specialist
interventions. This is made available through specifically designed arrangements, for
example access to ELSA for emotional health and
wellbeing support.
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Implementation
Teachers research subjects they teach and form action plans to teach their subject across all key stages. We follow the TES schedule to ensure that teachers are
regularly monitored. Any gaps are followed up with support.
Once outcomes are established from EHCP’s, Individual Learning Intentions are written to enable children to achieve their outcomes in a
small-step journey. Observations and Evidence for learning electronic learning journeys pave the way to evidencing progress. The Evidence
for Learning assessment tool allows for continuous progress to be evidenced through the use of video, photo and written evidence that can be
uploaded via an electronic App. The evidence is shared with parents and carers. The topic based approach provides stimulating learning
experiences and link concepts within an overarching theme. The same overall topic is studied by all three of the curriculum levels. This
ensures that classes can take a mixture of approaches, if necessary, to support individualisation and accessibility. Varied and frequent use is
made of the local and extended community.
Teachers work with therapy teams and technology specialists to develop imaginative curriculum programmes and resources to motivate and engage
pupils in learning examples evidenced include:
 Creative use of classroom areas to personalise environments e.g. darkened space for pupils with visual impairment, work stations,
sensory areas, outdoor spaces, including Forest School provision
 Pupils use a ‘total communication’ mode to communicate with others, including Makaton, sensory touch cues, PCS, PECS, PODD and other high tech communication aids
to interact, discuss, develop literacy and writing skills and solve mathematical problems and given time and opportunities to self-correct their expressions.
 Music and Movement used effectively to increase engagement for more complex pupils with PMLD evidenced through Musical Hydrotherapy ongoing outcomes, ‘NOW’
programme with Thrift Musicians
 Development of specific sessions that provide PMLD learners with opportunities to process and respond to stimuli without sensory
overload (e.g. Communication through massage and Tac-Pac sessions, yoga and meditation).
 Collaborative development and delivery of sessions specifically aimed at students with ASD as part of their diagnosis such as Attention Autism and sensory Circuits.
 Opportunities to exchange good practice and cross pollinate teaching/learning through planned visits to local SEND schools (e.g Dysart
and St Philips).
 Cross curricular symbols, touch cues and objects of reference used throughout the day.
 Reading, writing and communication planned for and taught effectively across all curriculum.
 Reading and writing for pleasure in newly re-established sensory library, with support from STA
 Mathematical concepts skilfully incorporated throughout the day.
 SALT, OT and physio professionals working alongside teachers in lessons to improve outcomes and engagement and increase
functional access and physical well being
 Whole school drive to reduce visual clutter within classroom environment as well as reduce verbal overload during session/lessons.
 Hi and lo Tech AAC used consistently throughout the day
 Teachers and HLTAs are encouraged to use peer observations as means of developing better practice. Across the school pupils are
enthusiastic and committed learners, inspired by teachers and other adults who are skilled at giving timely support and intervention to
engage fully in their learning.
 Evidence for Learning to record the children’s progress across all areas of the curriculum. EFL allows staff members to tag photographs, individual learning intentions
across all areas of learning, so more than one area of learning is evident.
 Emotional Wealth Journals and Happy Bags allow students to explore and develop their own emotional intelligence, with the support of the adults. Key vocabulary was
printed in symbol form to aid communication skills. Some emotions were given ‘textures’, for example, rough sandpaper to symbolise ‘anger’ and feathers and silk to depict
‘happiness’. The students are invited to make statements about themselves, to make choices and to accept themselves before themes are introduced in the lesson.
Empathy, gratitude and forgiveness are explored as well as discussions around how to make trusting relationships. The students are supported to develop emotional
intelligence at their own pace and level of understanding.
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Relationships Education is compulsory for all pupils receiving primary education and Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) is compulsory for all pupils receiving
secondary education. We also teach our pupils about Health Education. Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education (PSHE) continues to be compulsory in our
school.
Key Stages 1-3:
This group of pupils is taught through a subject specific curriculum with an overarching topic theme each term
KS4 and 5 (6TH Form):
In KS4 and 5, learners are supported to
prepare for life after school. As well as
statutory areas of learning which are: English,
Maths, Careers, Relationships and Sex
education (RSE). Learners are facilitated to
make choices relating to their chosen
Accreditation routes e.g., ASDAN – Transition
Sensory and Transition Challenge learning
programme.
KS4 – ASDAN - Transition Challenge
(Sensory, Introduction and Progression,
Towards Independence) module choices e.g.
music, history, performing arts, cooking.
Schemes of work planning and curriculum
documents have been developed for each
module.
KS5 – (Years 12-13) ASDAN - Personal
Progress or ASCENTIS – Independent Living
and Formal Learners Core English and Maths
Entry 2-3.
Year 14 – Bedelsford Futures Curriculum –
Enable, Enrich, Empower
All staff consulted and teachers assigned to a
curriculum area. Teachers are all Leaders of
Learning for a specified curriculum area and
our Assistant Principal is leading on continued
development. Key Skills of Communication,
Cognitive and thinking, Physical Development,
Social and Emotional and Independence skills
underpin the whole curriculum. Regular and
systematic assessment through Evidence for
Learning, ensures teachers are able to
measure the progress that pupils make and
swiftly address any potential
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underperformance. Individual learning intentions have been developed to support pupils’ own understanding of their next steps of learning and for TAs to use alongside every
child throughout the day. These are displayed in classrooms, ragged and reviewed at half termly and adapted as appropriate on a weekly basis.
Summary Report Key Stage 1-4- Academic Year 2018-2019.
We have completed the first year of our Curriculum pathway model and had the following number of pupils at end of key stage in each pathway. Our new pathway model has
enabled pupils to develop skills and knowledge while achieving personal goals and learning intentions that prepare them for the next stage of learning and life. Our Evidence
for learning tool has been embedded over the year with each pupil having a learning journey showing their progress and achievements over the year in all areas.

END OFKEY STAGE
KS1
KS2
KS3

PUPIL NUMBERS
6
11
6

PRE FORMAL
1
6
2

SEMI FORMAL
5
3
4

FORMAL
0
2
0

The improved data collection has enabled us to identify key areas of strength and for development for each pupil and cohort of pupils. For Pre formal learners the use of
Engagement Scales has enabled us to identify secure motivators for children which have then be used to support development of communication and build on the seven areas
of engagement from awareness through to persistence and initiation. The supporting video and photographic evidence on EFL has better ensured small steps of progress are
not missed and pace of learning can then be appropriately increased for those building towards early semi-formal outcomes from initiation skills onwards.
At KS1 it has been a joy to see the learning journeys of 3 pupils evidence progressing from Pre formal to semi-formal learners with the development of communication, social
and emotional and physical development particularly strong.
Of those completing KS2 in June 2019, 63% were Pre formal Learners, 18% were Semi-formal learners and 18% were Formal learners. Of the Pre formal Learners two pupils
have degenerating life limiting conditions. With the exception of those two learners’ outcomes for English/ Communication and Maths using the PKS Standards compared to
their starting points at the end of KS1 continue to evidence all pupils making at least expected progress with 63% making above expected progress (between 75% and 90% of
intended outcomes fully achieved or exceeded). At KS4 and 5 Achievement of Diplomas or Awards at Entry Levels 1 to 3 respectively from starting points of Pre Entry 1 or
Level 1 at the end of KS3 or KS4 were achieved by 100% of pupils.
At the end of KS2 82% of pupils made above expected progress from their starting points in Number, Shape, space and Measure and Reading and 54% in Writing and Using
and Applying.

Subject
Reading
Writing.
Number.
Shape, Space and Measure
Using and applying

At least Expected progress (45-60%)
18 %
46 %
18%
18%
46 %

Above Expected Progress (60-75%)
82% outstanding.
54% outstanding.
82% outstanding.
82% outstanding.
54% outstanding.

Gender Analysis
91% of Boys and 50% of Girls made above expected progress in Number, Shape Space and Measure and Reading and 50% of Girls and 63% of Boys above expected
progress in Writing and Using and Applying. There were only two girls in this cohort.One girl has a life limiting degenerative condition and one was unwell and did not start at
Bedelsford until the Spring Term. Boys have therefore outperformed girls this year.
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Reading
Newly developed library, review and purchase of new reading schemes, development of ‘Books Beyond Words’ Book club together with additional sessions for
formal learners has ensured that the maximum number of pupils have been facilitated to read with fluency and comprehension evidenced by their above
expected outcomes, a joy of learning and reading for pleasure and consistent reading skills evidenced through lesson observation across the curriculum.
KS4 - 5 ASDAN , OCR accreditations
End of Key Stage

Number of Students

PRE FORMAL

SEMI FORMAL

FORMAL

KS4

8

3

2

3

KS5

4

0

3

1

In the academic year 2018 -2019 all KS4 and KS5 students worked towards accreditation units in ASDAN, Ascentis and OCR. Students completing
accreditations within year 11 and 14 are judged at external moderation. Below is the data outlining the achieved awards.
KS4
Year 11 students undertook accreditations in ASDAN - ‘Preparing for Adulthood’ over a two-year duration. After two years the students work was moderated.
100% of students achieved their awards. Certification detailed below.
Student Profile

Certification Title

Number Submitted

Number Achieved

Pre formal Learners

Transition Challenge - Sensory

3

3

Semi-Formal Learners

Transition Challenge Introduction
and Progression

2

2

Formal Learners

Towards Independence

0

0

Pre formal, Semi formal and Formal Learning outcomes across the school
Across the school dividing into three areas of learning, ‘Pre formal’, ‘semi-formal’ and ‘formal’ learning has allowed us to tailor our curriculum in a specified way
to meet the needs of all learners.
Our Pre formal curriculum has developed further this year to ensure movement through to semi-formal where appropriate, and likewise from semi-formal to
formal. When developing our ‘semi-formal curriculum’ we again used our previous schemes of work. We have adapted our formal curriculum to take into
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account the individual needs within our school cohort including the development of reading programmes with an identified member of staff supporting rapid
progress in this area. This has also been achieved by incorporating adapted Key Stage targets, whereby a Key Stage 3 cohort may incorporate Key Stage 2
areas of the curriculum if suitable. This has had a positive impact on success and ability to achieve to the best of pupils’ potential.
Curriculum Area
Pre formal Curriculum.
Semi-formal
Formal

Total amount of pupils.
41
45
33

This year the following outcomes were achieved by the 25 learners following the three different Curriculum Pathways in English and Maths at the end of their
Key Stage 2 - 4
Curriculum area

Percentage of learners.

Number of students

Pre formal Curriculum.
Semi-formal
Formal

44
36
20

11
9
5

Above Expected
Progress
73%
66%
80%

Expected progress
27%
33%
20%

Pupil Premium
In all key stages there is no evidence to support an overall difference in progress compared to those children who do not receive Pupil Premium. Interventions in place for
those in receipt of Pupil Premium are highly personalised and have included bespoke Augmentative and Alternative Communication and increased SALT provision to support
in all lessons and environments, Emotional Wealth Journals and ‘Happy Bag’ to enable pupils to better regulate and express their emotions as well as understand those of
others and the further development of Forest Schools, MOVE Programme, Innowalk and MOTOMED use to support gross motor development and improved cognitive function.
These factors have ensured that any significant difference has been removed.
Actions from Previous Year





To further integrate Forest Schools and
outdoor/adventure learning opportunities into the
curriculum



To respond to pupil’s changing needs through the
implementation of our new bespoke Pre formal,
semiformal and formal curricula underpinned by key skill
outcomes from Sept 18



Developed further a programme of staff training to
ensure the outstanding quality of education is
maintained as the school continues to undergo further
development.
Embedded our new curriculum so that it is strong across
every subject and priority area and is the vehicle for
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Impact of actions:



Scheme of work for Forest School in place with increasing impact on mental health and wellbeing
evident for learners through outdoor learning and achievement of individual learning intentions. Forest
school’s Leader teaching pupils across early, primary and secondary classes and extending to
Mainstream integration which enabled development of improved social skills alongside neuro typical
peers as well as the development of creative and design skills using trees and wood as a basis for all
projects.
New curriculum in place since September 2018. The curriculum follows three pathways: Pre formal,
semi-Formal and Formal. This approach has ensured that pupils are following bespoke learning
pathways that have been adapted to ensure that learning is maximised throughout the day with an
aspirational and motivational curriculum that develops knowledge and skills for lifelong outcomes in
each area learning. Ofsted December 18 and June 19 quality assurance
Please see Appendix 1 for CPD schedule for 2019- 2020 whole staff. Please also see Appendix 2 for a list
of training specifically for complex medical needs:
Each class teacher is responsible for a subject area. They plan schemes of work in line with termly topics.
Folders in place. Peer observations have taken place for some subjects. Action plans have been created

achieving high aspirations for all our pupils – from EYFS
to 6th Form.











Further Involve parents in the use of Evidence for
Learning by enabling them to contribute to partnership
learning via accessing the App from home enabling
24/7/ progress to be evidenced.
Embed new planning protocol and Schemes of Work
including the development of RSE in order to further
develop individualised outcomes across all learning
pathways (pre formal, semi formal, formal)
To implement statutory use of Engagement scales for
pre Formal learners and develop Insights to support
Evidence for Learning Assessments and better evidence
small steps of progress for all students.
To have developed the Hall environment to enable
better acoustics and improved access to audio and
visual equipment.
Developed further a programme of staff training to
ensure the outstanding quality of education is
maintained as the school continues to undergo further
development.
To deliver ‘Together Learning Matters’ Training across
the whole College and Trust to enable sensitive and
appropriate support and education for children and
families of children with life limiting conditions including
those who access palliative care.

Areas for development






Next steps
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for the majority of subjects. Head Secondary and 6th Form has completed Careers Leaders Training at
Warwick University and is developing the ‘Bedelsford Futures’ Curriculum for Year 14’s. Schemes of work
now into second year of development with improved recommendations for resources, educational visits
and texts/weblinks. Review of 6th Form and Futures Curriculum underway for new academic year.
Current implementation of Recovery Curriculum. Redefined Sensory as PRE Formal curriculum.
Evidence for learning ‘Learning Journals’ form part of termly reports to parents and carers.
Parents have been able to access Parent Portal since march 2020 and have uploaded evidence of home
school learning
Scheme of work is fully amended and letters to families have been sent regarding permissions and the
proposed programmes to be delivered across all pathways. Further letters per phase group sent out June
2021 in preparation for September 2021.Training on delivery of RSHE planned for staff team.
Engagement scales are fully embedded in assessment processes and training regarding INSIGHTS has
been received by key assessment coordinators in school. EFL programming has been reconfigured to
enable progress within strands of learning to be extracted for all core subjects – English, Maths etc. We
have now developed further ways of analysing the data in preparation for 2021-22.
First meetings with the hall development team including our music teachers and therapists, tech team and
Site team. This is now developed to weekly site team and consultation with suppliers and providers in
progress to ensure interactive learning environment is created and to prepare for tendering for the project.
All staff now have access to Educare modules and can submit their completed certificates to our onsite
HR. To date Equality and Diversity, GDPR, ESafety, Health and Safety, Loss and Bereavement, ACES
(Adverse Childhood Experiences) and Safeguarding. Manual Handling is being delivered both virtually
and practically from March 2021. Makaton, feeding and rolling medical needs training has also begun
again on a weekly basis. Further training is also planned for practical First Aid and Manual Handling. Staff
team has accessed training on Mental Health and Wellbeing via Educare.. Medical care training is also
planned for summer term 2021.
Currently on hold regarding training but works with individual families and teacher support has begun.
Teachers and therapists are coordinating learning opportunities now and in preparation for development
in the summer term. There policy is now written and there is ongoing development in progress with the
college.

To have developed the Hall environment to enable better acoustics and improved access to audio and visual equipment.
To establish our new phonics and reading programmes (Little Wandles etc) including support for families and evidenced through
achievement of ILI’s and progress shown on EFL and Insights.
To embed knowledge gained using the 5 areas of Engagement into improved learning and teaching practice and redefine the curriculum for
our most complex pre formal pupils
To consider the impact of the pandemic on all pupils cognitive and physical skills and provide a range of specific and targeted interventions
including remote access to well being and learning from home, small group AAC, Maths, Phonics and reading as well as interventions such
as Music and Drama therapy, MOVE
To appoint Project management team for Hall and Musla
To deliver training to staff and parents re phonics and reading skills
For teachers to collate evidence from Engagement Scales to inform next steps of learning


Expected Outcome





To review all pupils and their specific covid experience and impact on their lives identifying 3 areas of intervention for each child – 1 cognitive,
1 physical and 1 MHWB
2020 Health Check to identify the strength of the curriculum as a vehicle for achieving high aspirations for all pupils.
Evidence for Learning used by staff members and parents/carers.
All KS4 and 6th Form students achieving maximum potential independence and influence strategies in preparation for adult life

BEHAVIOUR AND ATTITUDES - OUTSTANDING
Strengths
 Bedelsford School is a happy, harmonious place, where behaviour is understood as communication by all staff and unmet needs are quickly identified.
 There were no incidences of bullying in the last year and to date.
 Safeguarding is robust with secure processes and systems firmly in place – December 18 and June 19 QA.
 ‘Better Never Stops’ is heavily promoted and the adults are exemplary role models to the pupils and build secure professional attachments with the children very
quickly.
 Pupils actively involve themselves in a range of curricular and extra-curricular activities across the school, and these are evidenced in our Evidence for Learning
observations.
 There is a calm and purposeful learning atmosphere in the school, and pupils actively and positively engage in their learning. Pupils in the school are respectful of
others, happy and display a love of learning.
 Individualised, clear behaviour modification, sensory and/or physical programmes ensure consistency in effectively managing pupils’ behaviour.
 All permanent members of staff are trained in medical, manual handling, OT, SaLT and physio related needs. Other members of staff such as volunteers and
agency staff are invited to attend training as required.
 British Values are heavily promoted – Rights Respecting Bronze School Award achieved – November 19, Make a Difference Challenge award achieved July 19
 SMSC is paramount from the Early Years Provision through to 6th Form – SMSC Award Process
 We actively celebrate world and national events and days.
 Onsite speech and language therapist involvement ensure that the pupils’ communication needs are supported and resources/devices are adapted, as required, as
they moved up the school.
 Educational psychologist involvement ensures that the pupils are supported at key times in their lives, e.g., as they are supported to move through the key stages
or manage a specific behaviour or difficulty.
 Patterns of behaviour and triggers are quickly identified and modified, e.g., through change of the learning environment or specialism of support staff, as required.
Behaviour is tracked on ABCC charts, as required.
 The Educational Psychologist works with staff members in supporting the pupils’ individual needs
 ‘Pupil voice’ is actively encouraged through assemblies, Talent Shows, Productions and School Council.
 Formal Learners are supported to know how to keep themselves healthy and safe online.
 Pupils feel emotionally and physically safe at Bedelsford School, and this is evidenced through participation in SEMH sessions, assemblies and pupil surveys. They
feel listened to and understood and the management of pupils is outstanding – evidenced by staff following behaviour plans, as needed, and pupils’ responses to
such plans.
 All pupils achieve and make progress; this is video evidenced and observations completed on Evidence for Learning.
 Pupils understand about community and what positive contributions they can make within a community – evidence includes enterprise experiences for our pupils in
6th Form or participation in Carol Services in Kingston for pupils lower down the school.
 Pupil’s confidence and self-worth increases significantly at Bedelsford School through consistently engaging curriculum including clubs, enrichment and outdoor
learning including opportunities for Residential in Secondary Department. – PGL and France 2019
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The pupils are encouraged to attend school on a regular basis, however, we understand that this may be impacted by their SEND and/or health needs or
appointments with external medical or therapy professionals.
Pupils are supported to communicate their needs and ideas through whichever communication system or device they prefer.
Pupils individual needs are discussed by staff at different times throughout the week, including in-class meetings, bi-weekly whole school briefings, teacher
meetings and weekly whole school training sessions.

Actions from previous year:
 To further enable nonverbal, cognitively able
pupils to initiate interaction, discuss and
express more complex thoughts and emotions
through appropriately programmed accessible
Hi Tech VOCAs
 To develop a training programme for
parents/carers led by key staff so to enable
nonverbal, cognitively able pupils to initiate
interaction, discuss and express more complex
thoughts and emotions through appropriately
programmed accessible technology, e.g., high
tech VOCAs.
 Developed further multi-agency working by
ensuring that all care plans for each pupil are
checked and signed by therapist, teachers and
parents/carers on an annual basis or whenever
updated, as needed.
 Pupil Voice - Achieve SMSC Award in
recognition of our positive and respectful
culture for all.

Impact of actions:
Pupils and students are supported to express more complex thoughts and emotions. This is evidenced through them
using appropriately programmed accessible Hi Tech VOCAs. This year pupils have been working with their peers both
in school and in the wider community using their aids to take part in such activities and initiatives as research for
Kingston Hospital and Books beyond Words, Enterprise project video development hosting AAC Users, developed
AAC Quiz for music evening attended by staff, friends and parents enabling pupils to run the quiz night independently
of staff intervention. Attended community shops and used AAC to request and purchase items by approaching sales
staff with minimal support as required from staff members. To take orders and organise refreshments for events
including shows and Careers Evening instructing adults what to do next to provide the refreshments.


Makaton training delivered by Makaton tutor – spring 1/spring 2, 2020 and Come Learn with Me training
delivered by Early Years Team: Spring 2, 2020. Training for parents/carers on Modes of Communication
delivered autumn 2, 2019
 Care plan revision in place and this remains ongoing and completed during EHC Reviews
 The evidence for the award is being collated for planned meeting in summer1, 2020. Booked for October 2020 –
evidence achieved, award pending post Covid
Award achieved November 2020.





Areas for
development
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We continue with meetings with positive outcomes re discussions. Wellbeing Wednesdays (which we may do on
a Tuesday) being developed. We have developed Mental Health and Wellbeing Tuesdays by having Wellbeing
activities and Team building initiatives on the last Tuesday of every half term. We also have Wellbeing half day
aways during lockdown. During the last four Tuesday of summer 1, we have focused on Mental Health and
wellbeing, and we are embedding Edupod Wellbeing initiatives and have achieved ‘Committed’.
SMSC Award successfully achieved.
With most children now back we are developing pupil recovery strategies including Books Beyond words,
redistribution of OT Boxes, Happiness Bags that include individualised emotional wealth resources and sports
sanctuaries and music and wellbeing sessions. We have had wellbeing weeks for children and they have also
participated in Musical Hydrotherapy and AAC Choir as well as Music Soundscapes. Attachment Aware training
has taken place with key teaching and support staff and we have achieved Attachment Aware status – July 2021.

To support the development of the MOVE programme, working jointly with students, families, teachers and therapists to achieve and make progress
towards meaningful and purposeful goals.
To achieve our MOVE silver award.



Next steps







Expected
Outcome

To use Edupod, WAS (SP) governor and staff and pupil surveys adapted for our cohort in order to establish how well supported staff and pupils feel
and intervene and work together to develop any staff training as needed ensure that the outstanding quality of education is maintained,
To provide training programmes as needed to ensure that the outstanding quality of education is maintained.
To use Edupod governor, staff and pupil surveys adapted for our cohort in order to establish how well supported staff and pupils feel and intervene
and work together to develop any staff training as needed ensure that the outstanding quality of education is maintained,
To provide training programmes as needed to ensure that the outstanding quality of education is maintained.
To develop an action plan to achieve the MOVE Silver Award: JW
To analyse governor, staff and pupil surveys and develop training plan following survey outcomes.
To embed Learning Together personalised programmes of learning for children who are unable to attend site fulltime.

Curriculum emphasis on involving pupils in joint therapist and teacher working and whole school positive and respectful culture.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT- OUTSTANDING
Strengths
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Pupils enjoy a rich and varied curriculum including termly topic cycles, weekly enrichment activities, Forest School, Weekly Talent Shows, residential
journeys including trips to France and PGL, Swindon.
The use of technology to enhance learning is heavily promoted.
Debating is encouraged, especially in our secondary and 6th Form departments.
Pupils are encouraged to participate in a range of community events to develop their understanding of community cohesion and collaborative working.
Pupils have strength of voice through the use of their voice or desired communication aid, as well as participation in School Council meetings. They
have recorded a number of successful actions including development of the playgrounds, sensory garden and working with the local council to improve
the surface of the pavement outside the school.
Opportunities for all Secondary and 6th Form pupils to attend Residentials in UK and abroad have enabled all students to develop their confidence and
independence and helped them to keep physically and mentally healthy e.g. accessing a Zip Wire from a wheelchair and climbing William the
Conquerors tower with minimal support overcoming physical and emotional barriers such as fear and fatigue to reach the ultimate aim – Video and
photographic evidence of all Residentials.
SMSC/SEMH is encouraged through pupils demonstrating a willingness to explore new ideas, such as participation in various sporting events,
achievement of Arts Mark and Art related tasks and striving to achievement of the Rights Respecting Schools Bronze Award.
A wide range of clubs are on offer to the pupils across the school. They have included Story Club, Art Club, Sensory Club, Talent Show, as well as
Primary and Secondary Singing Clubs.
The school has well established systems of pastoral support including onsite therapeutic support and strong links with external agencies such as
children’s social care and specialist support.
Termly reports demonstrate the positive impact of the above on pupils – evidenced by their Learning Journals.
As a result of regular and visible celebrations of the diversity of the school community, alongside a robustly implemented PSHCE curriculum and the
high profile of ‘pupil voice’, pupils are well prepared for life in modern Britain. They have taken part in interviewing of key therapy and Senior staff and
research and consultation at Kingston Hospital using bespoke communication aids and developing their ability to give an informed opinion. In addition

they have taken part in recycling and ‘Plogging’ Opportunities in Kingston as well as performed at the Rose Theatre celebrating all their divers skills with
the wider community who commented such as follows:
Thank you for the inspirational performance of The Tempest at The Rose Theatre tonight. Every pupil was magnificent and held the audience
spellbound just as Shakespeare would have hoped for Caliban's Island. Your teacher directors, musicians and support team were outstanding...the
school can be very proud. What struck me most was the love in action. It was a party!!
Actions from previous year:
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To extend Mental Wealth
Journals and boxes for all
pupils across the school
Increase independence of
School Council members to
run their own council with
minimal support
Development of further
Outdoor learning opportunities
and Primary Residential
After school club provision
centred around personal
pathways, interests and
talents.
To continue to develop our
Outreach services after
school, in holiday periods and
to other settings
KS4/5 Leadership of School
Council with assigned roles to
further develop student
ownership of the Council and
it’s impact across the school.
To further enhance quality
and aspiration of Outdoor
learning opportunities in the
wider community including
Primary Residential (paused
due to Covid)




Impact of actions:
Children were evidenced to respond better to bags rather than boxes and children and families have found them easy to
transport to different settings including hospital and GP Surgery appointments. Parents have reported significant improvement
in pupils’ ability to manage their own emotions more successfully and in addition pupils have built resilience, confidence and
on their ability To self regulate with increasing independence through the bespoke and personalised resources available in their
bags. They have been supported to achieve and prepare for future success in this way. Children have been able to take their
bags around with them to support throughout the day as needed. Formal learners accessing the journals have been enabled to
better express and talk about their feelings at times of uncertainty and also to think through social situations and circumstances
and how they would feel or respond. They have taken part in Books Beyond Words Research which has further developed their
growing understanding and ability to manage difficult circumstances. This work is ongoing.



Audit of current practice has taken place. Training for whole staff team on the principles of school council and its impact
planned for summer 2. Plan for children from the formal pathway to link with the semi and pre-formal learners to enhance pupil
voice.
Sensory Garden development (first draft) in collaboration with Kingston University. Please see appendix 3. Head of primary
Department has made a risk assessment visit to High Ashhurst for residential trip for the pupils in the primary department.
Paused due to Covid. Advertisement for Afterschool Coordinator in place. Not appointed due to Covid.









Working in Partnership with Challengers and AFC clubs scheduled to run from Easter 2021 each holiday period. Catch up club
is taking place on the first week of the summer holiday.
Survey on Climate Change completed and new School Council lead RR in place and presentation developed for Kingston
Parliament. Each class now has their own folder that supports communication – discussion between the meetings and class
feedback.
New forest school proposals in place, outdoor learning opportunities included in all schemes of work and residential will be
planned once Covid allows. Small group local visits in place and development of Early Years outdoor learning actively being
enhanced. We have introduced companion cycling at Bushy Park and a trip to Holly Lodge as well as Battersea Zoo also
planned to take place in summer 2.
Horse riding and Companion Cycling opportunities achieved on a weekly basis from Autumn 2021. Careers linked visits for 6th
Form researched and starting Autumn 2021

Areas for
development







Next steps






Expected
Outcome





To appoint a Mental Health Lead for the SCHOOL
To work towards our Whole School Wellbeing Award including the introduction of Sports Sanctuaries in all class bases and across indoor and
outdoor learning areas of the site, e.g., playgrounds.
To develop pupil led leadership of the School Council embedding understanding of being a chair person, voting and sharing of opinion etc.
To re-establish the after school provision.
To implement opportunities for children to engage with the HOP (Hangout Programme) enabling daily quality conversations around social and
emotional wellbeing.
To successfully appoint a mental health lead.
To implement the school wellbeing action plan and set up Sport Sanctuaries across the school.
To coach school councillors to elect chair personal and school council roles.
To re-engage following Covid with Alexander and St John’s Primary Schools to enable meaningful access and integration with peers and offer
training for staff as appropriate.
Outdoor and Residential learning - The majority of pupils will have gained new skills as reflected in ‘Personal Development’. Increase in the number
of pupils achieving in Emotional Development – evidenced by videos and observations, as well as progress over time ‘Learning Journals’, which as
saved on the Evidence for Learning App.
After school club established
Regular School Council meetings led as independently as possible .

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT- OUTSTANDING
Strengths

Ofsted 2018 evidence:
“You and your team have extremely high aspirations for your pupils and you lead a truly inspirational school.”
“Maximum use is made of learning time and not a moment is lost.”
“The idea of ‘better never stops’ is at the centre of what you achieve at the school.”
“The personalised and very well-thought out curriculum is underpinned by the key areas of social and emotional, thinking, independence, communication
and mobility skills. Pupils benefit from a wide range of additional curriculum activities, such as ‘Bedelsford’s got talent’ where individual pupils are invited to
perform. They participate in a variety of workshops and outdoor learning opportunities. These allow pupils to develop their confidence and independence.
Pupils also have the chance to go on school journeys. The rich and varied curriculum experiences on offer prepare pupils extremely well for living
meaningful and as independent as possible lives in adulthood.’

Ofsted June 19:
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Leaders have created a culture of transparency around safeguarding matters and are vigilant at every level. Leaders and staff are acutely aware that the
pupils at Bedelsford are extremely vulnerable and often unable to tell adults if they are in pain, uncomfortable or unhappy. Emerging concerns are quickly
identified because staff report any small change in behaviour, concern or incident. This practice is well established. All concerns are carefully recorded and
followed up by leaders. Leaders’ detailed knowledge of individual cases means that they are able to draw together different pieces of information and make
sound decisions. Pupils are kept safe because leaders and other staff work closely together and follow up all concerns no matter how small.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solid process of incident and accident reporting in place electronically and monitored by Safeguarding Governor on a termly basis. Incidences reviewed weekly at SLT
Meetings and any interventions implemented
Assistant Head provides Early Help through liaison with Social Care and families as appropriate including CIN Meetings where appropriate
All staff trained in Level 2 Safeguarding – particular emphasis placed on the vulnerability of disabled pupils to abuse, raising concerns and how to ensure pupils are safe
Safeguarding Principles and Safe Working Practice document in place since Sept 18.
Safeguarding update and PREVENT Training attended by all staff Sept 19
Safeguarding induction meeting held between DSL and every new member of staff on
morning of first day of starting work.
Safer Recruitment systems in place and staff trained
New staff trained in Moving and Handling and Safeguarding within first month of employment;
Safeguarding Supervision implemented for HT/DHT and termly Group Safeguarding meeting with other schools
Head teacher part of AFC Integrated Safeguarding Disabled Children Board
Safeguarding Principles and Safer working Agreement signed by all staff and new staff following updated Safeguarding Training including PREVENT, CSE and FGM.
Introduction of CPOMS as a Safeguarding recording tool – Autumn 2019.

Leaders and managers including governors are highly ambitious for the pupils and lead by example. They have a deep understanding of the school’s performance and of
staff and pupils’ skills and attributes. Governors have held leaders to account for all aspects of the schools’ performance through:
• Termly Health and Safety review, Safeguarding Audit (latest document Feb 19) and monitoring of Behaviour and Safety Log by Governor
• Link governor assigned to each class and visits completed – November 17 onwards.
• Division of governor responsibilities to ensure inclusion of all governors in Portfolio areas.
• New staff Governors recruited summer 2019.
• All policies reviewed and updated on a rolling programme – see new Policy Folder
• New policies added as needed, e.g., SEMH and Wellbeing Offer; Safeguarding Offer and Safeguarding Parental and Carer Offer; Curriculum Policy.
• Questioning regarding pupil assessment and progress data including an understanding of Engagement Scales and Pre Key Stage levels
• Performance Management scrutiny in liaison with the Principal including Blue Sky Management.
• The Appraisal / Performance Management Systems and procedures for all staff are well embedded, underpinned by national professional standards and driven to a
large extent by annual school improvement priorities. Staff teams at a range of levels have expressed and demonstrated a clear understanding of their roles and
responsibilities. The impact of increased accountability via the appraisal process which is well supported by a strong programme of coaching and professional
development has created a highly effective distributed leadership model which has impacted positively on continuing to main high standards.
• The Systems for School Improvement Planning are innovative, involving staff, pupils, parents/carers, governors and partners. In effectively achieving all priorities within
the plan, SLT and Governors demonstrate impressive skills, knowledge and understanding of the school improvement process.
• Leaders and staff work extremely effectively with external partners to support pupils who are at risk or subject to multi-agency involvement.
• Curriculum and assessment reporting (Progress Report) developed in consultation with head teacher
• Appraisal process ensures all teaching staff have a whole school, pupil progress target and integrated learning therapy target linked to the School Development Plan
while enabling teachers to identify an area of professional development they would benefit on focussing on throughout the year. Blue Sky professional recording system
developed for all teachers. All teaching assistants, play assistants and admin staff also have a yearly appraisal.
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•
•

Appraisals for all teachers encourage, challenge and support consistent improvement and are inextricably linked to promote pupil progress
Regular feedback meetings with specific teaching groups planned and attended by SLT members (e.g. half termly HLTAs meetings; STA’s meetings; half termly
meetings with TA reps).
Extended services - after School Clubs enabling enhanced social and leisure skills to be developed with peer group
Highly effective and efficient management of financial resources by senior leaders including the SBM, Head teacher and governors leads to excellent deployment of
staff and resources to the benefit of all pupils:
Heads of Department and TLR’s ensure high aspirations and key skill focus for every child is supported by an engaging, motivating and age appropriate curriculum
alongside delivery of bespoke teaching and learning throughout each Key Stage to enable pupils to enjoy, thrive and learn as they prepare for next steps of their lifelong
learning journey.
Assessment Coordinator ensures all data is collected in a timely way and supports SLT analysis and presentation to Class Teams, Governors and SLT.
STAs specialising in AAC ensure that users of augmentative modes of communication are fully supported within school environment as well as when accessing
extracurricular activities (e.g. class trips).
STA linked to Moving and Handling and Move Programme ensures that all students benefit from robust Positional Timetables, Therapy Programmes integrated into
teaching and learning and planned opportunities to use such resources as ‘Acheeva Bed’, standers, walkers/pacers, stretch sessions, hydrotherapy and swimming.
With increasing funding pressures coming from LA’s alongside the new National Funding Formula discussions and the need to reduce High Needs spending where
possible we have negotiated with LA’s particularly around therapy provision and Banding of pupils. However, our financial situation remains strong as we have
continued to negotiate in the best interests of our pupils and remain encouraged by our higher than expected pupil numbers.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous Professional Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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PREVENT and ESAFETY training– June 2019
Head of primary visiting other provisions across the country and implementing Forest Schools, residential visits and EYFS Assessment etc.
Opportunities for TA development - TA Apprentices completed Level 3 teaching Assistant and Healthcare Assistant qualifications respectively.
Senior Leadership Meetings that include Middle Leaders
Subject Leaders that are responsible for Subject Coordination and planning schemes of work for new curriculum - July 18.
Comprehensive INSET/Tuesday Day training schedule that responds to school’s immediate needs, mandatory training and links to SDP – Sept 16 onwards
‘Something’s Wrong’ PCS books training delivered by SALT had an instant impact on students’ ability to share their views, needs and worries - September 18 onwards
- Communication Needs and Development of AAC use with ex-pupil training for all staff has promoted better understanding of the importance of ‘Pupil Voice’ September 18 onwards
Whole school training on use such programmes as Board Makers, iPads, Podd Books, Sensory Theatre and logging on/off enabled staff to practice every day ICT skills
and having opportunity to make progress in understanding e-safety when applied in school - October 17 onwards.
Basic and further Feeding Training has responded to growing staff and students’ numbers and promoted greater awareness of students drinking and eating guidelines
(Jan 2018 onwards)
Rolling programme of statutory training e.g. moving and handling, safeguarding, first aid, E-Safety.
Understanding PMLD, Engagement Scales – implementation in classrooms and developed for Statutory role out – Jan 20
Come learn With Me and Communication Champions established – Sept 19
Complex needs training and moderation with other special schools – increasing knowledge of staff team to understand how the special needs brain works including
information from colleagues in neuro-science to enable improved interventions for pupils who are not making expected progress and explore personalised pathways to
learning for identified pupils across the ability range – Autumn 18.
Contribution to publication of ‘Engaging Children with Complex needs’ and SEN Children.
Whole staff wellbeing and teamwork development through team members meeting on a weekly basis - to better understand the strengths of colleagues and work better
together for the benefit of pupils Sept 18 onwards - including working towards National Wellbeing award for school from JAN 2020 onwards
Offering opportunities for internal staff team to develop their professional roles creatively while utilising skills they are specifically trained in e.g. OT Assistant, Drama
STA, MOVE, ELSA and Art.
The school has continued to benefit from an OT Assistant who supports sensory and fine motor skills and an HCA to support children with medical needs to access the

full curriculum. Our school employed another speech and language therapist to work alongside an STA for AAC. The AAC Coordinator is supporting the consistent use
and development of Hi tech communication systems throughout the school.
CPD is effectively monitored and evaluated to ensure maximum impact on pupil learning. School has the capacity and systems to ensure personalised areas for
improvement through CPD including training, coaching and mentoring. Robust appraisal and CPD seamlessly engage all staff in school development. All school staff,
parents/carers & partners are provided with an appropriate programme of CPD, the impact of which is rigorously monitored & evaluated

•

Staff Workload and Wellbeing
•

Leaders focus relentlessly on improving teaching and learning and ensuring learning occurs through a highly adapted curriculum that is personalised for our pupils and
promotes and sustains engagement and a thirst for learning. Focussed and relevant training is provided to the whole staff team or appropriate groups including national
accreditations:
Mentors provided for all new teachers and staff and trainee teachers from St Mary’s and Roehampton University
Staff Wellbeing Weeks initiated that promote work-life balance and provide opportunity for sampling wellbeing activities June 17, March 18 and February 19.
Wellbeing Award to be achieved by Summer 2020
Bedelsford School Choir - staff use their skills to promote love of music and model performance to pupils
Participation and delivery of workshops – Dance, Science, Anti-Bullying, Diwali, Chinese New year, Bollywood and Virtual Reality.
Away Day for SLT that led to new priorities that respond to school’s needs – Jan 2020
Bedelsford Communication Meeting (every Friday) developed in order to celebrate weekly moments of achievement, exchange information, discuss projects and plan
for new initiatives.
Suggestion Box opened every Thursday and ideas shared during Friday meetings where problem solving attitude is fostered and promoted.
Hosting and organising local conferences on ‘Engaging Children with Complex Needs’ June 18 and ‘Mental Wealth’ in October 18 with the support of Keynote speakers
such as Professor Barry Carpenter OBE, CBE.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parents and the Local Community
•

Parent and Carer questionnaire and analysis Summer 18 and Autumn 2019 ensuring successful strategies for engaging with parents continue to be developed. New
Parent and separate pupil questionnaire completed Summer 18
Rigorous monitoring of the annual SDP targets in place - Feb 19, June 19
OfSTED ‘outstanding’ rating – December 2018 and June 2019
School Council participation in Young Citizens make a Difference Challenge; resulting in School Council writing a letter to Kingston LA to request that the pavements be
levelled further outside of the school gates – June 2019.
Julia James, Principal, is on the Special School Headteachers’ Steering Group working together to share expertise and learn from other outstanding practice. School
popularity that represents itself with increasing number of referrals now 121 has led to the creation of additional classes with 14 current classrooms.
CIF Bid for extension submitted December 2019
Multi agency working through Child In Need meetings to support those with life limiting conditions have been developed including school to home support during periods
of absence and low immunity – July 19

•
•
•
•
•
•

Health and Safety, including premises
Successful school projects have included:
 CCTV and automatic gates installed to better protect the school.
 Air conditioning programme complete throughout the school to enable better environmental control of temperature for our children with complex medical needs.
 School reception area: security further improved by installing card operated access system in all four entrance doors – Autumn 19
 Fire drill procedure reviewed and updated due to staff and pupil increase in numbers – Jan 2020
 Security improved - All staff members issued with identity cards that operate the signing in access doors.
 Lock down procedures revisited and new agreed lockdown signal introduced
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New small group classroom re-developed.
SLT office re-deployed into strategic school points to enable pupil access to rooms and in order to ease access to SLT and continue to provide an open door policy
for all staff across the school.
Sensory Garden and Forest Schools area developed
Redevelopment of hydrotherapy pool complete with sensory mood lights, aromas and sound system as well as a new higher capacity air control unit. This enables
all pupils to access the pool comfortably and safely while enhancing the learning environment and addressing their medical needs. Senior leaders work closely with
other special schools to moderate and ensure the highest standards of achievement and the Head teacher represents Bedelsford and other special School
colleagues at Safeguarding Disabled Children Action group, Integrated Services Disabled Children’s Board, School and SEND Action group developing the local
offer and Education Health and Care Plans required by the Children and Families Act 2014.

Leadership and Management are outstanding because the pursuit of excellence is demonstrated by an uncompromising drive to maintain and strongly improve the highest
levels of achievement and personal development possible for all pupils and the staff team. Staff maintain highly professional standards and lead by example working
together with multi-disciplinary colleagues to enable increased achievement throughout the curriculum.
Actions from previous year:
 Strategic planning project for building
development and consideration of offsite
premises to increase capacity and enhance
opportunities for growing population and
demand.
 Implementation of newly appointed leadership
team initiatives – TLRs for SEMH, ICC and
Head of 6th Form
 To have prepared rationale, consulted and
applied for a CIF bid and sourced funding
opportunities for development of current
building or satellite provision.
 To deliver training improvement and transition
programmes to specialist and mainstream
settings, including Nash College. Partnership
work with Orchard Hill College and
mainstream reception and primary classes,
e.g., Communication, AAC, Moving and
Handling, Assessment. SaLT and
Occupational therapeutic support
 To develop the use of CPOMS across the
whole school ensuring all staff are able to
report efficiently and effectively
 To develop further partnership working with
Health teams and ‘Together for short Lives’ to
build strategies for the whole community to
enable sensitive and appropriate support for
children and families of children with life
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Impact of actions:
Additional classrooms were installed from September 2019 with development of office and outdoor learning spaces improving
learning spaces for pupils. Opportunities to use settings outside of school also developed including use of Tiffin, St Philips and
Dysart school facilities as well as Samaritans and Kingston and ST John’s Church. Additional space also sourced at
Cornerstone Hub leading to the development of learning modules that support and enhance community access and learning
and enable pupils to fully use their communication and life skills both in and outside of school.
The Leadership team is in place and has developed to include TLRs for PMLD, ICC and 6th Form..Post holders have
developed significant new initiatives including ‘Come learn with Me’ Parent workshops for Communication and AAC ensuring
that children can continue to successfully use their communication systems across school and home. The 6 th Form Lead has
achieved her Careers Leadership award and is implementing fully the Gatsby Benchmarks across the school with Careers
evenings and all students accessing personalised work experience pathways.







Rationale prepared and we were informed July 2020 that we were unsuccessful but now working with
OHCAT on alternative options including use of our current reserves. Architects being appointed to draw
potential plans over Secondary car park.
Principal (JJ) Interim Head and Senior Leader at Nash College alongside AJD (OHC) , SC, JW until Jan
2020. New Curriculum, Assessment , Teaching and Learning and Communication Processes in place
and college supported through two Ofsted Inspections. College improved from Inadequate to RI with
Good for Behaviour and Attitudes March 2020. Training entitled’ Understanding PMLD’ delivered to
OHCAT staff Feb 2020. Training included how to support pupils and students with complex medical
needs, including profound and multiple learning disabilities; how to support a variety of learning styles and
enable pathways for achievements delivered: spring 1, 2020. Rise and Sign (Communication, signing and
AAC) delivered to families Spring 2020. SALT and OT provided training and sessions at OHC, Dysart, the
Link Primary respectively. GT delivered M/H advice and training to OHC and Mainstream Primary and
Secondary (Sir Richard Reynolds, St Mary’s and The Kingston Academy etc)
Training for teachers on use of CPOMS delivered: spring 1, 2020. Whole staff training on safeguarding
delivered spring 1, 2020. SLT now able to analyse cases and impact of interventions.
Links made with St Christopher’s Hospice, where further work is being done on developing a ‘Together
for Short Lives’ programme. Whole school training scheduled for summer 1 and summer 2, 2020.
Training delivered on 11.6.2020 and Together for short Lives curriculum prepared and ready for delivery
for new academic year – AJD/SC.








limiting conditions including those who access
palliative care.
To adopt and assimilate the key priorities in
OHC&AT’s ‘Working Together to Transform
Lives’ document ensuring the Bedelsford
Community can engage fully and proactively in
the intended outcomes.
To have reviewed potential extension
opportunities with OHCAT ESLT, appointed
approved architects to provide potential plans
for development and sourced relevant funding
to proceed including consideration of current
reserves
To replace entire water system by December
2020 following successful CIF Bid
To develop outdoor storage for large
equipment needs

Areas for
development









Successful forward planning following CIF Bid outcome to ensure best provision possible for pups
Transition and partnership training programmes in place for all students and staff leading to successful transition to new and future settings Sept 2020
CPOMS in use by all staff across the school leading to improved access and quality of information pertinent to safeguarding and child protection.
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Expected
Outcome



Staff Awards centred around key priorities successfully achieved autumn2 and display for celebration in
school. Next Awards Summer 2021.
CIF Bid progressing and applied for – await outcome Summer 2021. Alternatives being looked at by
ESLT should outcomes be unsuccessful
Full water system now in place following installation and completion of works and successful CIF Bid.
Outdoor storage ordered and concrete bases now installed and delivery of two still to come.

To embed our links with mainstream provision accessible by Bedelsford pupils following the pandemic to provide outreach and therapy services to
schools and colleges offering training and support for colleagues in mainstream and specialist settings sharing expertise of the Bedelsford Staff
team.
To work with OHCAT the Estates planning team to successfully appoint project management teams to develop school hall, MUSLA and extension
plans.
Opportunities for staff at all levels to develop their skills and knowledge, including specified training courses. Enhance professional development,
including initial teachers and specific training such as intervener training. To enhance practice within the school and beyond, by achieving
qualifications and taking part in research projects that develop staff knowledge and skills and preparation for leadership roles.
To develop TA specialisms in a post COVID society ensuring best possible support for our children and young peoples’ learning and life
opportunities.
To develop distinct Bedelsford Offer for primary and secondary pupils.
To review catering provision following retirement of long standing school chef by July 2022.
To liaise with local authority and mainstream headteachers regarding inclusion of Bedelsford children.
To establish CPD opportunities for 2022 for staff members at all levels with a focus initially on TA development.
A planned programme of training to support children in mainstream schools.
To appoint designers and project management teams to further our hall, MUSLA and extension projects.



Next steps



QUALITY OF EDUCATION IN EARLY YEARS - OUTSTANDING
Strengths
Intent
The Early Years department ensures a positive child-centred learning environment, where the children builds on their learning experiences. This, in turn, supports the
pupils’ self-esteem and learning styles in preparation for their dissemination to peer appropriate Primary classes
Implementation
A highly skilled and efficient team within Early Years is essential to supporting increasing pupil numbers and continuous admissions throughout the year. The team is
cohesive and effective, led and coordinated by two Senior Nursery Nurses when the teacher is addressing Leadership responsibilities. The pupils are taught according to
the Prime Areas and Specific Areas of Learning. Once outcomes are established from EHCP’s, Individual Learning Intentions are written to enable children to achieve their
outcomes in a small-step journey. Observations and Evidence for learning electronic learning journeys pave the way to evidencing progress. The Evidence for Learning
assessment tool allows for continuous progress to be evidenced through the use of video, photo and written evidence that can be uploaded via an App by school and
families. We have a second Early Years class that supports pupils in their transition to Key Stage 1; this enables our younger pupils to continue to learn through play based
activities whilst adjusting to longer and increasingly structured days. This supports their learning development as they transfer to the Primary Department of the school.
Pupils within the Early Years environment follow the same Relationship and Health Education spiral curriculum as the rest of the school at a development level appropriate
to the individual pupil. This allows pupils to begin their emotional and health knowledge and skills development as they enter the school and highlights the importance of
these areas to the pupils.
All staff working within the Early Years setting understand the importance of child centred learning and their role as educators to all pupils. Regular training ensures that all
staff are knowledgeable in the areas of learning, strategies used and the key goals of pupils.
Parental involvement and engagement is encouraged by all team member sand SLT. Parents are welcomed to attend activities throughout the school year to build
relationships with the school team. Interactions continue upon a daily basis through home school communication books as well as IEP and EHCP meetings over the year.
All pupils in Early Years have a Learning Journal that show the activities they have undertaken in school. All parents of Early Years pupils will be part of the graduated
parent support plan when entering the school and throughout their child’s academic journey at Bedelsford School.

Impact
Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) Outcomes for 2017-18 evidenced that pupils in our EYFS classes continue to make outstanding progress across the three Prime
Areas of Learning and significant progress in the four Specific Areas of Learning. Children are baselined using the EYFS Development Matters within the first half term
following admission and Individual Learning Intentions are established to support assessment whilst preparing for Education, Health and Care Plans, enabling a thorough
profile of children’s needs to inform the EHCP completion. The staff team has a culture of high expectations and aspiration and continually review learning opportunities to
provide an engaging and stimulating indoor and outdoor learning environment Assessment is based on high quality observations. It is used effectively to plan next steps.
Parents and carers are regularly consulted and readily engage with training and support offered by the leadership team
Impact
Progress & Attainment (National Tests, Assessments and Accreditations):
Attainment on Entry
2017-18
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Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) Outcomes for 2017-18 evidenced that pupils in our EYFS classes continue to make outstanding progress across the three Prime
Areas of Learning and significant progress in the four Specific Areas of Learning. Children are baselined using the EYFS Development Matters within the first half term
following admission and Individual Learning Intentions are established to support assessment whilst preparing for Education, Health and Care Plans, enabling a thorough
profile of children’s needs to inform the EHCP completion.
From Primary, the majority of pupils in the school continue to make excellent progress from their starting points. Achievement evidenced from lesson observations and
current Progress files including current Engagement scales, PKS data, key skill and Individual Learning progress data. Accreditation Data indicates that the vast majority of
pupils have made or exceeded expected progress at the end of July 2018. The curriculum supports our students to make progress in all areas of their learning successfully moving on to a range of post 19 education and adult social care provision. Students leave with maximised communication, confidence, self-help and
independent life and living skills.
Useful accreditation and qualifications are achieved to enable our students to continue their learning journeys into adult life. The quality of teaching across all key stages
and curriculum areas is never less than consistently good and much is outstanding. The pupils are making never less than good sustained progress from their starting
points and the majority making outstanding progress. Expectations of pupils in the majority of observed lessons is consistently high and planning, differentiation and
personalisation of objectives enables the majority of pupils to learn exceptionally well.
2018-19
EYFS
All pupils have made progress in their Personal, Social and Emotional Development (PSED), with some of our potential formal learners working within their chronological
age ranges against development matters descriptors. Many of our Pre formal pathway pupils have also progressed in their PSED, often demonstrating intentional
interaction with their peers. All Early Years pupils benefit from the diversity of needs of their peers in their class and this has an enormous and positive impact on their
interaction opportunities, and on their emotional wellbeing. Our Early Years total communication environment continues to be the perfect setting for our pupils to experiment
with their communicative skills and learn to choose and use low tech communication resources to support their communication pathway. Aided Language Displays are
used every day within the classroom environment alongside the seven areas of learning activities to promote and support extended vocabulary in conversation for those
pupils who are developing their verbal speech, whilst Pre formal learners are introduced to adapted switches, objects of reference, eye gaze technology and tactile and
auditory cues to support the development of their Communication and Language (CL). All pupils have made improvement in at least one strand of CL, with some making
considerable progress across age ranges.
Physical Development (PD) in the Early Years continues to be variable in its outcomes depending on the needs of the child, but all pupils work hard to overcome personal
challenges and achieve self-confidence and independence when accessing early learning through play activities. Many of our pupils this year have improved and perfected
their mobility skills with seven pupils gaining independent mobility, either in walking or crawling. Early Years pupils continue to be supported in developing their personal
care skills and many are gaining independence in self-feeding and dressing.
There were 16 pupils in the EYFS in 2018-2019. Pupils were organised into Formal, Semi Formal and pre Formal Learners. Typically, Formal learners made excellent
progress in all areas of communication and physical development, Semi Formal learners made excellent progress across all Prime Areas and pre formal learners
particularly excelled in PSED and Communication. See examples below:
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EYFS PRIME AREAS OF LEARNING BASELINE DATA AUTUMN 2018
Name

PSED: Making
Relationships

PSED: Managing
feelings and
behaviour

CAL: Listening
and Attention

CAL:
Understanding

CAL:
Speaking

PD: Moving
and
Handling

PD: Health
and Selfcare

22-36m: 75%

PSED: Selfconfidence and
Selfawareness
22-36m: 75%

8
Formal
10
Pre formal
12
SemiFormal

22-36m: 56.25%

22-36m: 87.5%

22-36m: 37.5%

16-26m:
50%

16-26m:
50%

8-20m:
83.33%

0-11m: 83.3%

0-11m: 75%

0-11m: 80%

8-20m: 50%

0-11m: 50%

0-11m:
75%

8-20m:
31.82%

0-11m:
83.3%

8-20m: 40%

8-20m: 25%

8-20m: 37.5%

16-26m:
66.67%

8-20m: 33.3%

8-20m:
75%

8-20m:
72.73%

16-26m:
28.57%

Name

PSED:
Making
Relationships

8

22-36m:
87.5%

EYFS PRIME AREAS OF LEARNING BASELINE DATA SUMMER 2019

Formal
10
Pre formal
12

PSED: Selfconfidence
and Selfawareness
22-36m: 75%

PSED:
Managing
feelings and
behaviour
22-36m:
62.5%

CAL:
Listening and
Attention

CAL:
Understanding

CAL:
Speaking

PD: Moving
and Handling

PD: Health
and Selfcare

30-50m: 50%

30-50m: 25%

22-36m:
71.43%

16-26m: 50%

16-26m:
57.14%

8-20m: 80%

8-20m: 50%

0-11m: 75%

8-20m: 75%

16-26m:
83.33%
22-36m: 25%

8-20m: 66.67%

16-26m: 33%

8-20m:
62.5%
16-26m: 25%

16-26m: 25%

16-26m: 30%

8-20m:
59.09%
16-26m: 38%

8-20m:
58.33%
16-26m: 36%

Semi-Formal
Actions from previous year
 Regrouping of classes according to needs including cognitive/sensory
ensures pace of progress is appropriate for all.To further develop PSED
Strategies for Formal Learners
 To enhance Physical development opportunities for pre-formal learners
with complex physical disabilities
 To support transition to mainstream settings for potential formal EYFS
learners where appropriate through outreach provision and positive
partnership with parents and mainstream colleagues.
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Impact of actions:
 Two EYFS classes support the individual needs of the pupils. Children and their
families are supported during transition into school and flexibility and sensitivity
is key to reassurance and laying the foundations of positive partnerships with
parents. This is so important to ensuring trusting and collaborative relationships
with parents from the start of their child’s Bedelsford journey and staff are
highly skilled in fusing these connections.
 EYFS pupils presenting formal learning pathway destinations attending social
inclusion visits with mainstream settings and interacting with mainstream peers
with minimal support. September 2020 – EYFS mainstream pathway pupils
gained valuable social interaction skills when visiting local mainstream Nursery
and developed






To further develop early phonic and number skills in EYFS formal
learners in preparation for new EYFS framework September 2021.
To enhance outdoor learning opportunities across all seven areas of
learning and provide consistent and creative accessibility outdoors for all
early learners.
To develop specific group learning activities according to learning style
and ability whilst maintaining and promoting whole class social activity
opportunities safely and appropriately.
To promote healthy eating and oral personal care through creative and
inspiring early years activities for all learner












Areas for
development

Next steps
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Improved self-confidence and self-awareness when communicating with their
mainstream peers during visits. This has allowed for good self-esteem
foundations to prepare them for their transitions into mainstream placements.
Positional timetables developed for our youngest pupils, enabling access to
learning through play activities delivered seamlessly and within the context of
timetabled EYFS topic based learning experiences. September 2020- Positive
and peer appropriate small group activities planned across positional timetables
allowed pupils to enjoy physically challenging tasks effortlessly and gain
physical independence skills.
Two pupils due to start mainstream setting in September 2020. Visits and
outreach advice to support transitions provided from Bedelsford staff and
therapists to the new schools. Current discussions due to Covid 19 and pupils
phased transitions or Dual placements in some cases. September 2020 –
Despite Covid interruptions, plans to support transitioning pupils resulted in one
beginning mainstream placement September 2020 This pupil returned to
Bedelsford during Summer 2 and liaison with mainstream placement during this
time supported his transition and provided parents with reassurance A second
pupil is due to begin his mainstream placement Autumn 2 2020. A phased
transition with staff support from Bedelsford taking place Autumn 1. Two further
pupils currently placed at Bedelsford also are intended for mainstream
provision. Again, support from BEDELSFORD TO AID TRASITION
CURRENTLY TAKING PLACE.
Early Years teachers delivering phonics on a 1:1 basis where appropriate.
EYFS teachers have attended training on the new framework. The new teacher
in EYFS has implemented learning strategies for learners, focusing on phonics
and number skills in a motivating environment.
Playground developed – new learning zones now established.
Teachers have developed new learning activities and specific remote and
indoor learning activity zones. In addition, remote group learning opportunities
with offsite children to develop social skills.
Now children are back on site healthy eating and oral personal care will be
further developed using appropriate initiatives such as oro sensory activities,
health snacks and choices available with visual prompts.

To develop a curriculum journey structure under current topic themes and within the expectations of the new Early Years Foundation Stage
Framework 2021, explicitly highlighting our Intent, Implementation and Impact and how it supports our very youngest learners at Bedelsford.
 To develop robust and quality assessment of our EYFS pupils which is based on highly skilled early years practitioner knowledge and
understanding of the child, which informs accurate and valuable profiles of their strengths and needs when contributing to their EHCP
assessments.
 To share developing practice under the new EYFS framework with other EYFS settings across the academy trust.
Planning transition strategies through clear communication and connection with mainstream providers.
Providing inclusion opportunities to prepare pupils for possible mainstream transitions.

Expected
Outcome

Working cohesively with local mainstream schools to support assessment and educational advice for EYFS pupil’s EHCPs.
Early Years specialist provision established to enable opportunities for very young children with complex needs to prepare for potential mainstream
placements. Bedelsford to support assessment prior to mainstream placement in a safe and supportive early years educational environment.

QUALITY OF 6TH FORM PROVISION: OUTSTANDING
Strengths
INTENT
The Post 16 provision promotes a culture of high expectations and aspiration. Leaders continually refine and adapt learning programmes to match the ever changing needs
of complex pupils. Students study relevant personalised accreditations decided through student options and choices offered at the beginning of KS5. We aim to deliver an
aspirational and enriched curriculum which supports learners to develop and utilise their independent life skills to the extent that is possible for each individual and in doing
so they are given the tools to gain influence over their life outcomes and destinations.
IMPLEMENTATION
The curriculum is inclusive and aspirational - promoting life skills, growth mind-set and British Values alongside individualised accreditation pathways, including ASDAN
and Ascentis. In Computing, links have been developed with the Digital School. Colleagues from Digital School lead on coding club for formal learners. Computing lead
meeting with Digital School Team take place so good practice can be shared. A link relating to computing between our school and a college has been created. The staff
team is dynamic and highly motivated because of the effective ongoing cycle of CPD that both challenges staff and recognises and rewards their contributions. Records of
student progress are detailed and personalised intervention support further promotes deep, embedded learning. The Careers programme has been developed to
encompass a wide range of aspirational opportunities to enable students to become ready for their future journeys. Regarding the enrichment of communication
opportunities, training opportunities offered to parents of 6th form leavers (how to programme communication aids), as well as training on specific communication aids
offered to OCHAT College (lecturers and SALT teams supporting leavers in new setting) Throughout the curriculum students access community and residential
opportunities which serve to further enhance and offer meaningful learning bespoke to each student in order to better prepare them for their next stages in life.
IMPACT
Students develop excellent personal and social skills and all pupils move from the school into appropriate employment or college courses having completed appropriate
accredited and non-accredited learning programmes. Students develop their own aspirations, independence and sense of self, in readiness for their adult lives. Staff are
committed to the students, and to delivering bespoke, outstanding learning opportunities to ensure the best possible outcomes. Successful residential trip to France in
which all learners applied their independence skills and developed holistically
Training for staff delivered in ‘tech talk’ sessions (4D POD, Online Safety, Magic Carpet)- to enhance computing provision for our students has further developed the
confidence of staff members to enable them to a high quality, inclusive curriculum.
Actions from Previous Year:
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To maintain aspirational environment and potential key skill achievements
across KS5 through the continued provision of sustained cognitive, creative,
therapeutic and movement programmes with a focus on independence and
moving on to life after KS5.
To embed and enhance wider Accreditation pathways for KS5 students with
an emphasis on accrediting core skills for formal learners.
Development of partnerships and sustainable links to support students in
and post school and college

Impact of Actions
KS5 has benefitted from having a more community based environment to share
learning opportunities and to better embed Gatsby Benchmarks. Successful
outcomes have included Enterprise Projects which enabled development of careers
and working skills as well as development of team skills and identifying roles for
individuals based on their interests and cognitive abilities. A media project engaged
learners of different cognitive levels and interests specifically to enhance their
literacy skills, performing arts and media skills gaining increased independence in
communication and relationships. Key skills were additionally developed through
cognitive, creative, therapeutic and movement programmes.










Development of Parent transition programme and resource pack/ weblink
including ‘how to’ resources such as ‘How to programme communication
aid’ to be developed and shared across the Trust
Preparation for adulthood Individual pathways and curriculum for all
students in 6th Form ensuring all Gatsby Benchmarks outcomes are met
and bespoke ‘Bedelsford Futures’ opportunities established for Year 14
onwards.
Formalise how learning is captured in Non Accredited KS5 Programmes
through Evidence for Learning and Evidence for Living
Further extend KS5 Accredited offer to include Work Related Learning
covering 9 Vocational Areas over a 3 Year period
Review Accreditations for Semi Formal learners in English and Maths to
ensure purposeful for life
Extend transition programme to include advice and guidance on
independent living and accessing increased community opportunities
To extend offsite learning in a wider community environment (e.g Tom’s
Farm and the student’s own community.

Residential to France accessed by the majority of students enabled personal goals to
be achieved such as climbing to the top of the Eiffel and William the Conqueror’s
Tower following complex brain surgery, development of skills for life including
following new routines, being away from home, working as a team to ensure all
household tasks completed, emotional support and care for each other with and
without adult support, strengthening and development of friendships not previously
apparent, accessing different cultural and community services and celebration of a
first time experience of being abroad with their peers.
Accreditation pathways were achieved for each student at KS5 but learning further
enhanced by their enriched quality of curriculum and experiences provided. All
leavers’ work this year was submitted for moderation by the external awarding bodies
in July 2019. All leaver’s work in year 14 was submitted for moderation this year, 4
leavers work was submitted for accreditation by the relevant awarding bodies
(ASDAN or OCR) See tables below.
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Links created with some local groups (local colleges, Mencap, Searchlight
Centre. Transition event held in January 2020 and offered to all students and
families from Year 9 – Year 14. Ashley Jordan Diaper working to forge further
links and develop the transition programme to support students and families.
Kingston Disability Parliament attended before disruption through Covid. Virtual
links to colleges and families achieved.
Plan for ‘how to’ resources began Summer 2020. Transition packs and virtual
videos were developed and shared with Parents and carers and other
professionals and extended to give additional support over the Covid period.
Outcome of successful transitions to college settings including health and travel
needs addressed.
Individual accredited Pathways created for all students across 3 differentiated
learning profiles (Pre-Formal, Semi-Formal, Formal). Careers Leader has
developed futures curriculum to be embedded from year 9 onwards aspects
(enterprise already embedded within KS5 – Busy Bees, Teas in the Trees).
Accredited and Non Accredited programmes achieved including ‘pre Formal
Certificates in Personal progress and Ascentis Maths and English at Level 2 for
Formal Learners. Good evidence of Non accredited access in the community,
creative arts and communication through Shakespeare project. Links created
with some local groups (local colleges, Mencap, Searchlight Centre. Transition
event held in January 2020 and offered to all students and families from Year 9 –
Year 14. Ashley Jordan Diaper working to forge further links and develop the
transition programme to support students and families.
Non accredited Ks5 programmes identified alongside accredited programmes
that are already underway ensuring students reach full potential and receive a
broad and balanced curriculum offer.







Student
3x
SemiFormal

Awarding Body
ASDAN

Programme developed – implementation has begun with some Enterprise
initiatives and office based tasks.
Ascentis Accreditations at Entry 1-2 identified for semi Formal Learners
Transition programme reflected in EHC outcomes and discussions via minutes of
EHC meetings and ongoing regular contact with AJD who links with relevant
social care teams and colleges and advises parents accordingly.
Offsite learning is about to start. Summer 2. Successful visits to Isle of Wight
including steam railway, Wisley, Bowling, Canbury Gardens achieved.
Non accredited option programme in place for all 6th Form students Autumn
2021.

Module
Providing personal information (PP PPI E1)
Recognising time through regular events (PP TRE E1)
Preparing drinks and snacks (PP PDS E1)
Developing independent living skills: personal presentation (PP ILPP E1)
Developing communication skills (PP DCS E1)
Early mathematics: developing number skills (PP EMNS E1)
Developing community participation skills: getting out and about (PP CPS
E1 EDEXCEL)
Developing independent living skills: being healthy (PP ILBH E1
EDEXCEL)
Early mathematics: position (PP EMP E1)
Early mathematics: shape (PP EMSH E1)
Travel within the community: going places (PP CGP E1 EDEXCEL)
Using local health services (PP LHS E1 EDEXCEL)
Early mathematics: sequencing and sorting (PP EMSO E1)
Understanding what money is used for (PP UMF E1)
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Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed
Passed

Award Level
Entry 1 Diploma
achieved

Student
1
Formal

Awarding Body
OCR

Module
Food Hygiene and Safety
Contributing to Discussions
Basic Food Preparation
Household Cleaning
Writing Paragraphs
Taking Part in a performance
Making Requests in a variety of situations

Award Level
Entry 3

All student’s achieved their predicted outcomes and made outstanding progress from their starting points at the beginning of KS5.
To summarise:
Out of four student moderated, three students achieved an Entry 1 Diploma.
One student achieved an Entry 3 certificate
Areas for development






Next Steps



Expected Outcomes





To extend our Careers programme and Curriculum offer in 6th Form to include aspirational outdoor opportunities and achievement of
awards such as Trinity and Duke Edinburgh alongside our current accredited and non-accredited provision
To extend the offer of qualifications in English and Maths at Entry 1,2 & 3 to all students in 6th Form.
To extend work experience opportunities off site as the restrictions around Covid19 are relaxed.
Link with providers offering provision after Key Stage 5 enabling students to form friendships and be familiar with new settings prior to
leaving Bedeslford.

Students begin accessing links at school that will become part of their adult life
Parent transition pack and programme in place for all families
Students leave Bedelsford confident, equipped and ready for their next stage of learning and prepared for life ambitions to be achieved

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS- OUTSTANDING
Strengths
Outcomes for pupils are outstanding, because pupils are exceptionally well prepared for the next stage of their education, training or employment and have attained
relevant qualifications. They make substantial and sustained progress across the curriculum in relation to their starting points. Pupils’ achievement throughout the school is
outstanding, irrespective of individual special educational needs or disabilities. All groups make sustained and substantial progress, including those who join the school at
different times of the year, those from different ethnic backgrounds, and the few who do not speak English as a first language. The school culture celebrates achievement
in terms of progress, challenge, commitment and personal development throughout the school year. This culture is well illustrated in the school’s many celebrations of
school improvement and achievement. These contribute to the school’s shared ethos, vision and aspirations. See school website for appropriate links.
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Bedelsford provides a rich and relevant curriculum which is constantly developing innovative and aspirational. Consistently good and outstanding teaching.
Subject Leaders have a clear understanding of their defined role in influencing and improving the quality of provision throughout school. Regular subject audits and
self-evaluation inform areas for development. All curriculum co-ordinators have a clear overview of progress and achievement over time within their subject and
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they can demonstrate impact of interventions. All curriculum subject policies reflect changes to the National Curriculum which inform teaching and learning
Training for staff delivered in ‘tech talk’ sessions (4D POD, Online Safety, Magic Carpet)- to enhance computing provision for our students.
contributes to outstanding learning and achievement from individual starting points –Pupil Progress/ILI Data July 21 and Engagement Scales and PKS data - June
21.
KS4/5. - Wide range of options for life long and meaningful Accreditations – ASDAN and ASCENTIS June 21,
The school has consistently high aspirations of pupils and staff and promotes pupils’ physical development, as well as their spiritual, moral, social and cultural
development:
All pupils accessing Musical Hydrotherapy and/or swimming on a regular basis – specialist aqua therapist employed, who is also working with the physiotherapy
team to continue to train staff in hydrotherapy skills. The hydrotherapy pool includes interactive sound and lighting to enable greater and higher quality access
Access to local community swimming pool and sports centres and competitions increased for KS4 and 5 students.
Shakespeare Schools Foundation link developed leading to outstanding performance of Midsummer Night’s Dream by 2 classes at Rose Theatre – November 17,
Twelfth Night Performance – November 18, The Tempest – November 19 and Midsomer Night’s Dream (online performance) November 20.
Onsite Sports Coaching available to students led by Fulham Football Club and Surbiton Tennis Club Coaches
Successful development of Lunch Time Clubs to give more choice and opportunity to learners in their lunch period.
Sports coach and Boccia sessions delivered by specialist trained staff Sept 18 onwards
Competing in regional competitions including Panathlon – May 2019
MOVE Programme developed with Assistant Headteacher and STA, who are now MOVE Trainers and working towards becoming a centre of excellence to ensure
all pupils with physical disabilities who have weight bearing ability have a targeted programme of physical development in partnership with physiotherapy and
occupational therapy teams. Staff trained and implementing the MOVE programme on a rolling programme
Celebrations of Jewish New Year, Chinese New Year, Diwali and Black History Month, Shrove Tuesday and inspiring Super Learning Weeks with a curriculum
theme e.g. Performing Arts, geography/African Theme, Maths theme.
Students and Staff have raised money for such charities as Breast Cancer and Mental Health Foundation - through Dress in Pink, Cake Sale initiative and ‘bright
clothes’ day during Wellbeing Week – Feb 19 and 20. Students have also engaged in activities for Red Nose Day celebrations March 19 and 20, Children in Need,
Nov 20
Annual Christingle Carol Service and Easter Service at our local church with music provided by Thrift and Tiffin Boys School and the Worshipful Musicians
Company. Through these celebrations and events pupils have gained knowledge and experience of their own and other cultures, faiths and moral standings and
have been able to experience and reflect where able and appropriate on the spiritual and moral considerations raised and Easter Service March 19 and Christmas
Service Dec 19.
Art therapy and Art for pupils resulted in Art Exhibitions, Auction and displays at Stanley Picker Gallery. October 16 onwards
Inclusion and integration developed at four Primary (Alexandra, St John’s, Fernhill, St Luke’s) and two secondary schools (Tolworth and Richard Challoner) to
enhance pupils social and emotional development and wider curriculum opportunities and aspirations e.g. Primary Literacy and Maths, D and T Puzzle project and
Secondary History.
Come Learn with Me and Parent Workshop sessions delivered to parents (3 sessions, Makaton, PODD and Hi Tech)
Training sessions delivered to our staff team to better support them to promote AAC
Outreach support to Nash College, where communication aids have been developed and training has been delivered to staff members.
Further develop communication opportunities by design a training package that will be delivered across 2019 -20; this incorporates: ‘Makaton Winter Workshop’ for
parents, carers and families; ‘Makaton Level 1’ workshop (2-day training) for families and ‘Come Learn with Me’ sessions delivered termly.
Every member of staff and Governor effectively models a culture of care and ensuring wellbeing. Pupils’ dignity is paramount.
Daily Music and Wellbeing sessions delivered remotely to children in school and at home and with their families, where appropriate since the beginning of the
pandemic and ongoing as part of our ‘Together Learning Matters’ and wider social and emotional and Performing Arts Curriculum.

At the heart of our professional practice is a culture of shared and creative problem solving and debriefing of classroom practice,
which enables us to learn from our collective experience, and, therefore, improve the quality of teaching and learning outcomes for
increasingly complex pupils.
EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT SUMMARY EVALUATION
OFSTED inspection report
December 2018 and June 2019
Multi-disciplinary working between therapists, teaching and support staff.
Quality of education:
Subject folders held by all middle leaders and/or subject leads.
Subject Action Plans created by all subject Leads.
The “Curriculum Pathways” Curriculum from EYFS to 6th Form.
The RAG rated bespoke Evidence for Learning assessment system.
Parents involved in therapy and assessment provision.
Teacher Observation Schedule and Teacher termly reports
The CPD (Continuing Professional Development Plan) for staff training
Termly review of subject areas by Subject Leads.
School vision and values statement
Behaviour and attitudes:
Make a difference Award 2019
Healthy School Award 2019
Rights respecting Schools Bronze award 2019
Gold Arts Mark July 2019
Sports Gold Award November 2019
Jack Petchey Award 2019
SMSC November 2020
Attachment Aware Award July 2021
Spark! Book Award June 2021
Bedelsford School involved in the Books Beyond Words Research project
Personal Development:
British Values School Policy
SEMH Policy
School Council Minutes
Contextual safeguarding policy and Offer and graduated parent support offer
Parent / Pupil surveys
Videos and photographic evidence of residentials – France, PGL and Isle of Wight, Ski Slope and Ice Skating etc.
Senior and middle leader curriculum stories and action plans
Leadership and Management:
Pupil survey
Staff survey
Parent view survey
Compliments messages
Blue Sky Teacher Evaluation Schedule monitoring
CPD plan
Induction packs
Pupil Learning Journeys as Case Studies
Graduated parent plan
Governor scheme of delegation and Governor minutes
Safeguarding policy and Safeguarding Offer
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Quality of Education in Early
Years
Overall Effectiveness
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The “Curriculum Pathways” provision and Schemes of Work
Daily Routine Plans
Assessment data
Inspection Essentials Evidence File
SDP Accountability files
Safeguarding training records
Safeguarding supervision visits by Safeguarding Lead.
Safeguarding and Child protection chronology and the introduction of CPOMS

